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PROCEDURE FOR CONSIDERATION OF THE PROGRAMME 
АЖ) BUDGET DÏ THE FOURTH WORLD HEALTH ASSEMBLY. 

(Suggestion by Dr. Mackenzie) 

The ¡Health Assembly and the Executive Board have recently had to cut down 

a programme to correspond to a Budget reduced by the failure of some Member 

States/to pay their .contributions to the Organization. Most of the items in the 

programme that they have to cut are desirable and practicable, most of them are 

specially important to one or other of the delegations ór appeal specially to 

particular members of the Board. . 

Even when agreement has been reached on the relative importance of items,. 
• - ^ ..-’ 

serious difficulties remain. Different items may bo interdependent either 

intrinsically' (as, for example, success in a particular piece of field work may 

depend on fostering a particular piece of research) or because staff for one 

item is necessary also for another (so that there is little saving if one only 

of the items is scrapped) • These* inter lockings and, generally^ the practical 

results of cutting out a particular item of the programme
5
 can be fully known 

only by the Director-General and his staff. The Secretariat has to point out 

the undesired results of successive proposals for economy ánd the members of the 

Board feel frustrated» • 

On the other hand it is important that neither the Assembly nor the Board 

should devolve on the Director-General their responsibilities for deciding 

policy; and the Director-General of WHO has consistently and properly refused 

to accept that responsibility. 
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Procedure for cutting the Programme to suit resources has therefore to take 

account of two considerations s 

-(a) . the members of the Board do not s
:
"ufficiently know the probable 

detailed results of their suggestions for savingt 

t (b) the Director-General should not accept responsibility for policy. 

This may be a new question in specialized agencies^ but it is a commonplace 

in national a dnlni s tr a t i on and there a practicable solution has been found-. 

The permanent official sets out the probable results of a proposal or puts up 

alternative proposals, showing what is likely to happen in each caset the 

Minister accepts responsibility for. the proposal^ oír decides between 

alternatives, and authorizes
 <
 the permanent official to act accordingly^ 

There seems to be no reason why a similar procedure should not be followsd 

by YfflO. After preliminary discussion sufficient to show the Director-General 

thë policy desired by the Board, or, in case of dispute, the different policies 

dosired by different groups^ the Diroctor-General should prepare proposals for 

reconciling programme with resourcoso These proposals should take account of 

interlocking needs and of relevant staff questions and should of course show 

succinctly what items of the original fuller programme will be lost imdor each 

alternative and^ so far as practicable^ the effects on futuro developments. 

The Board should then consider tho proposals， choose between them and accept 
* ‘ ' 

rosponsibility for the policy chosen. 

Such a procedure accords with functions allotted by the Oonstitution to the 
. • ‘ ‘ ‘ • • 

several organs of WHO and would give to each the duty that it is fitted to 

exercise. 


